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PB4Y-2s for Hawkins &: Powers 
Aviation in Greybull, Wyoming, but 
quit after four seasons because he 
hated the lifestyle. 

ill applied for an air traffic control
ler job and was hired," he says. ill 
was sent back to Oklahoma City for 
school, came back to the L.A. Center, 
and have been there ever since. It was 
a good decision and I've been very 
happy with my careeL/I 

After becoming an air traffic con
troller, Pat resumed glider towing on 
an occasional basis just to keep his 
hand in tlying. He also rented an air
plane once in a while, but did not like 
the hassle of scheduling. 

ill finally just said I would quit fly
ing until I owned my own airplane. 
I had always wanted to build an air
plane, although I never, ever thought 
I would have the ability to build one 
from plans," Pat says. illt was such 
a deep-seated desire, though, that 
when I really got to thinking about it, 
I realized that if I put one together in 
a year and a half, it wouldn't satisfy 
the need. So, I decided bUilding from 
plans, rather than a kit, was probably 

what I should pursue./I 
Pat and Carol went to EAA Oshkosh 

1995 to look for an airplane to build, 
and that's where they came across the 
Bearhawk. They liked it, but it was a 
ne",' design with only the prototype 
flying and they didn't particularly like 

the idea of being guinea pigs. 
They left Oshkosh planning to 

build a Wag-Aero Sportsman 2+2, but 
changed their mind after wrangling 
a ride in one in Torrance, California, 
because the airplane wasn't big 
enough. 
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Why Buy Foreign? 
...why pay more? 

Construction began simply 
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"We got to looking again and the 
Bearhawk was still there in my mind. 
I still didn't think I could build one, 
but then I went to our local EAA 
Chapter meeting and happened to 
see Bob Barrows' picture on a fel
low's folder," Pat says. "'Do you know 
about Bob's airplane'?' I asked, and 
he said, 'Oh yeah, I'm building one.' 
I said, 'Well, heck, if you're building 
one, I guess that's enough support 
around here for me to go ahead and 
order plans.' That's how I decided to 
build a Bearhawk." 

In the beginning, neither Pat nor 
Carol had any aircraft construction 
experience and few skills that could 
be applied to building aircraft struc
tures. Pat had restored several cars 
plus the 1949 Chevy pickup in which 
Carol had learned to drive, so at 
least the painting experience he had 
gained in those projects could carry 
over to th Bearhawk. This meant 
they faced quite a challenge because 
just about every aircraft building pro
cess is incorporated somewhere in 
the Bearhawk. It has a welded steel 
tube fuselage, tail surfaces and land
ing gear, most of which are covered 
with fabric, and a metal wing. Some 
fiberglass work is also involved. 

"Before I started on anything, 
I attended the EAA SportAir sheet 
metal class. This was my first expe
rience with riveting, working with 
Clecos and things like that," he says. 
"I had taken a ,""elding class at the 
local junior college, hut I was not 
proficient in welding thin-wall steel 
tubing, so I also attended a SpC'rtAir 
welding class as a refresher course. 
Finally, we just started in." 

Pat started by telling anyone who 
asked that it would take 10 years to 
build the airplane, primarily, he says, 
so they would quit asking. Secretly he 
hoped to finish it in five. 

"I never had any doubts about 
being able to finish it, however. I'm 
pretty good about long-term proj
ects-they don't bog me down. I 
thought I might want to occasionally 
stop for a while, but that never hap
pened," he says. 

enough: a hammer and a block of 
wood ","ere the only tools needed to 
form the wing ribs. 

"I built all the ribs, all the inte
rior structure of the wings and I was 
pretty tired of doing that by the time 
it was done," he says, "but, finally, I 
could go to the next sheet of plans. 
That was exciting. I could start cut
ting out big pieces of metal, so I made 
a reduction unit for a wood band saw 
I had bought so I could cut out my 
spar hardware." 

WE LISTEN, SO YOU CAN HEAR. 
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As he moved from task to task, Pat 
found the process was the opposite 
of what he had expected. When he 
would finish a task and consider tak
ing a short break, he'd promise him
self he'd do it just as soon as the piece 
was attached to something else. 

Welding was the same way. The 
more Pat accomplished, weld by 
weld, cluster by cluster, the more pro
ficient he became and thus the easier 
it became to just keep going until he 
was finally finished. He did go back 



the engine turned dashes in vinfor, but in the process realized, "This to the junior college to take a class in 
TIG \.vclding before he started work man knows everything about these tage Bugatti cars, so he turned the 
ing on his aluminum fuel tanks. They engines, so \,vhy am I trying to do one Bearhawk's instrument panel-a 
\·vere cut out of sheets of aluminum, myself?" time-consuming, exacting job, but 
bent up, riveted, and then welded. He ended up having Bob build a well worth the effort, he says 

When the time came to put fab Lycoming 0-540 for him, de-rated Then it came time to fill the 
ric on the fuselage and tail surfaces, from 250 hp to 245 hp so it could panel, and so they turned to avia
Pat and Carol took the two-day EM burn auto fuel. It was the first 0-540 tion's largest shopping mall. 
SportAir Poly-Fiber class. Bob built for a Bearhawk customer. "In 2002 we went to EAa 

"It was about six months later "Bob's engine and the three-blade AirVenture Oshkosh specifically to 
before we started covering the air Haltzell prop have been a great com buy avionics. It's a great shopping 
plane and we had quite a bit of bination," Pat says. "People I've taken place. I wanted a color moving
trouble figuring out how to do the for rides say it's the smoothest engine map GPS, but really got sticker 
knots. Carol had taken copious notes they've ever flown behind." shock when I priced them," Pat 
and I had pictures and diagrams, but Some of the smoothness may be due says. "We were there for three days, 
neither helped in the beginning," to the Light Speed electronic ignition, and the first day I did nothing but 
Pat says. "We finally figured it out, which replaced one magneto. (The go through the display buildings 
hovvever." other one was retained as a mechani collecting brochures. That night, 

cal backup.) For an exhaust system, I sorted through them and came
P w oint Pat chose a Vetterman stainless steel up with my game plan for the 
The airplane's business end also pre unit based on those used in Harmon next day. I spent the second day 
sented some choices. They had decid Rockets. It works well, Pat says. talking to the people I had filtered 
ed at the start that three-blade props For other components, Pat drew on things down to and had pretty 
look so cool they just had to have one his own experience. much decided what I was going to 
for their Bearhawk. Eventually they "When I was towing gliders, all the buy by the third day." 
purchased a Hartzell prop approved airplanes I flew had Cleveland wheels As luck would have it, Pat then 
for use with the Lycoming 0-540 and brakes, a Scott tail wheel, and a ran into a friend who had flown his 
engine they planned to use. dynafocal engine mount. They always RV all over the country. That panel 

Pat's strategy was to find a run-out gave good serVice, so that's what we was equipped with a Bendix/King 
or moderately damaged certificated used on our Bearhawk," he says. KMD 150 Pat hadn't even considered 
airplane from \,vhich he could salvage Once the basic airframe and engine because he thought it would be too 
the engine, instruments, and other installation was complete, Pat and expensive. Turns out the unit was 
components for use in the Bearhawk. 
He talked to Bob Barrows, whose 
primary business is building custom 
aircraft engines, to learn what to look 
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Carol began to customize the airplane 
to suit their taste. They installed a sky
light in the cabin, patroller doors, and 
entry steps. Pat had always admired 

competitively priced and he bought 
one. He also bought an Apollo SL40 
comm radio, primarily because it has 
a standby mode that allows the pilot 
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to monitor one frequency while using 
another. 

"In my work as an air traffic con
troller, we're always having people ask 
if they can go off frequency and call 
us back," he says. "The Apollo feature 
is really nice to have." 

Pat bought a Garmin transponder 
because it's easy to use and a PSS 
angle of attack system-the profes
sional model with chevron indica
tors-which he hasn't really put to 
use yet. 

"I like the system and hope at 
some point I'll begin using it the way 
I anticipated. I've found that I don't 
really look in the cockpit enough 
to pay any attention to it," he says. 
"From my glider towing experience, 
I hardly ever pay any attention to the 
inside of the airplane when I'm in 
the pattern, I'm just so used to flying 
by feel and by looking outside. You'll 
drive a glider pilot crazy if you try to 
tly anything other than attitude." 

Co . 'Ii ches 
Pat had done upholstery work on a 
car he had once restored, but also 
broke two of Carol's standard sew
ing machines in the process. For the 
Bearhawk seats he bought a heavy 
duty upholstery sewing machine, but 
Carol convinced him to have the work 
done by a professional upholsterer. It 
would take a couple of months for 
him to do the upholstery, she told 
him, and that was time he could be 
flying the airplane. 

\Alhen it was finally time to paint 
the airframe, a long overdue decision 
had to be made. Sometime during the 
first year of construction, Pat had seen 
a newspaper photo of an Aero Union 
P-3 firebomber and really liked its 
overall white paint with international 
orange nose, tail and wingtip color 
panels. He asked Carol her opinion of 
it as a possibility for their Bearhawk, 
because Pat had been a firebomber 
pilot for a time. Carol didn't like the 

idea, and they put the paint scheme 
on the back burner for most of the 
remainder of the project. Ultimately it 
came to the fore again as the airplane 
neared completion. 

Pat and Carol looked at paint jobs 
on other airplanes and even had art
ist friends design some schemes for 
them, but nothing seemed to click. 
finally, while they were on a cruise 
to Alaska, they saw a Twin Otter on 
floats taxi by and Carol said, "Boy, 
that's a pretty red." Puzzled, Pat said, 
"I thought you didn't like red for our 
airplane." She said, "No, I like red. 
The Aero Union tanker is internation
al orange and I don't want an orange 
airplane." 

"I'll use red then," Pat said, and 
that's the way the red and white 
(with a blue stripe separating the two 
colors) paint scheme for the Fagans' 
Bearhawk came into being. 

Pat planned to draw on his experi
ence painting cars, which had been 
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DirectToAvionics 
YOLIA 0www.direct2avionics.com541.504.8300 

Now. It's not a question of can I afford this, 
but rather, "willl stack it or install it side-by-side"? 

c ELTON Here's the answer you've been waiting for. We've packaged the new Sierra EFIS-SV Sport with 
F _ I 0 " T S V ~ T E.' 3 dual Chelton displays, complete with an aerospace-grade Crossbow 425EX AHRS, and a 
Garmin GPS. This system is fully aerobatic to 200 deg/sec, provides Highway-In-The-Sky navigation (HITS), and is 
loaded with the same FAA certified software as the Chelton FlightLogic system. Because it's Chelton, features, reliability 
and quality have never been in question. And with a bottom line price of $24,900.00-it's not about 
affordability anymore. 
So what are you waiting for? Act now and we will include an EIS engine information system from Grand Rapids Technologies. 
This is a value of up to $2000.00 and will allow you to graphically display engine data on either screen with the 

press of a button. Your wait for an EFIS panel is over. But don't wait too long, this offer 
expires August 30, 2004. For more information, or to purchase, visit us online at 

www.direct2avionics.com or call 541-504-8300 
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done with a Binks spray gun, but with 
the high cost of polyurethane paint, 
he decided to buy a high volume, 
low pressure (HVLP) gun to avoid the 
waste of overspray. 

What he didn't count on is the 
learning curve associated with the 
new paint gun. 

"I painted the airframe components 
in our garage and started out thinking 
I knew what 1was doing," he says. "I 
sprayed the fuselage first and got a 
lot of runs in it. I ended up having to 
sand all the runs out and shoot those 
areas again, so there went my savings 
on avoiding overspray. I got better as 1 
gained experience with the HVLP gun, 
so by the time I got to the wings, I was 
doing a pretty good job." 

The finishing touch was a 
"Smokey Bearhawk" logo, which a 
friend designed and Carol placed on 
the airplane. With the exception of 
the engine and upholstery, Pat and 
Carol had built all of their Bearhawk 
themselves. 

"A lot of friends offered assistance," 
Carol says, "but we didn't want to 
hurt anyone's feelings if they didn't 
do things to our standards. We want
ed to do it all ourselves. We wanted it 
to be ours." 

The Fagan Bearhawk was found 

to have an empty weight of 1,488 
pounds. Pat was somewhat disap
pointed because that was 200 pounds 
more than Bob Barrows' 0-540 pro
tOITpe, but everyone has told him to 
forget that. Bob's prototype has only 
a rudimentary electrical system (just a 
starter) and he uses handheld avion
ics rather than heavier panel mounts, 
so his customers' more elaborately 
equipped Bearhawks will inevitably 
weigh more. 

In spite of the additional weight, 
Pat is most assuredly pleased \·vith 
the performance of the l3earhawk. 
One day, for example, he was taking 
off solo from a local airport where 
the wind was blowing pretty hard. 
Starting with the mains on the run
way end stripes, he was airborne 
before he got to the numbers. Short
field performance and a really impres
sive rate of climb are the hallmarks of 
the 0-540-powered Bearhawk, and 
the Fagans' N232PF has that perfor
mance in spades. 

Pat says he really doesn't knovv how 
fast the airplane is because he cnlises 
it by fuel now rather than airspeed. He 
has fuel now instrumentation in the 
airplane and tries to keep it back in 
the 10.5 to 12 gph range, where the 
true airspeed is 130 to 135 knots. 

"I can push it up to 14.5 to 15 gph, 
but I just think, 'Ouch, ouch, ouch!' I 
can't fly that way. I'm more of a sight
seer than a performance pilot anyway, 
so I don't need to be burning the extra 
fuel," he says. "On our trip to EAA 
AirVenture 2003, I followed Bob from 
Brodhead to Wittman Field and I was 
shOWing 9 gph. I'd never cruised at 9 
gph, but following him I did." 

When Pat and Carol began 
their project, building from Bob 
Barrows' plans was the only option. 
Recently, however, kits have been 
made available by AviPro Aircraft 
Ltd. (www.bearl7awkaircraft.cmn). 
With their desire to build everything 
themselves, Pat and Carol would not 
have been a kit customer, but they 
did help promote the enterprise by 
agreeing to display their airplane at 
the AviPro outdoor display at EAA 
AirVenture 2003. The kits faithfully 
follow Bob Barrows' plans (540/473
3661), so it was appropriate to display 
the Fagans' plans-built Bearhawk as a 
beautiful example of what the kit ver
sions can also become. 

Last summer Pat and Carol missed 
EA'\ AirVenture 2004 because they 
were realizing their dream of fly
ing their own creation to Alaska. 
Sightseeing on a grand scale. EAA' 
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PAT AND CAROL FAGAN'S
 

540 BEARHAWK
 
The Grand Champion of all judging 

classes at the 2003 Copperstate Regional 
EAA Fly-In was a Lycoming 0-540 powered 
Bearhawk built by Pat and Carol Fagan of 
Pearblossom, California. Its attractive but 
somewhat unusual white and red paint 
scheme was a puzzle to most until they 
learned that Pat once flew fire bombers, 
some of which are similarly painted. Then it 
all fell into place - at least for those in the 
Western states where fire bombing is an 
unfortunately frequent necessity. 

Pat Fagan was born in Inglewood, CA in 
1957 and grew up a little further east in 
LaVerne. After high school, he attended 
nearby Cal Poly Pomona for a year and a 
half before deciding that engineering was 
not a career he wanted to pursue. 

He wanted to fly. 
Pat had learned to fly in a Cessna 150 

when he was 16 so a desk job of any sort 
seemed like a dull prospect compared to 
flying. Having spent his impressionable 
years in the 1960s, he originally wanted to 
be an astronaut, but that ambition was shot 
down when he was found to need glasses 
in the fifth grade. He still wanted to pursue 
a career in aviation, however, and he finally 
saw an opportunity while on a Cal Poly Fly
ing Club field trip to the EI Mirage dry lake 

for an introduction to glider flying. He en
joyed his glider flight, but was most 
intrigued by the fact that pilots were paid to 
tow the gliders aloft with powerplanes. 

"I talked to the people at the Great West
ern Soaring School at the Crystal Air 
gliderport at Pearblossom and they said 
they would probably hire me as a tow pilot 
if I got a glider rating. I got the rating and 
sometime after that I was hired as a part 
time tow pilot. My boss then told me I 
might be hired full time if I got a glider in
structor rating, which I proceeded to do, 
but then he stuck me in a glider as an in
structor and wouldn't let,me tow, which 
really annoyed me. I did meet my wife, 
Carol, there, however. She was also a 
glider instructor. 

Carol Moe was born in Burbank, CA on 
December 24,1951 - a Christmas Carol, 
she says. Her father worked for Convair 
and Slick Airways before becoming an em
ployee of the famed Lockheed Skunk Works 
for some 25 years. Moving his family to the 
Palmdale, CA area, he was a flight line me
chanic for the SR-71. 

When she was 16, Carol took a part time 
job in the office of the Great Western Soar
ing School at the Crystal Air gliderport. 
Continuing through her high school and ju

nior college years, she eventually became a 
glider flight instructor and managed the air
port for a time. The school's heyday was in 
the early 1970s when people from all over 
the world came to Crystal Air to fly and 
train. That internatiohal exposure made it 
possible for Carol to spend the summer of 
1974 working at a glider school in Austria 
and having fun exploring the Alps. 

Later in the '70s, she and her sister at
tended an all-woman's wave camp at 
Colorado Springs, CO where Carol earned 
her Diamond Altitude pin by making a soar
ing flight to 27,600 feet 

All the while, Carol was riding with the 
tow pilots in 180 hp Super Cubs when her 
flight instruction schedule permitted. The 
pilots would let her do all the flying, but she 
never bothered to log the powerplane time 
or even consider getting a powerplane li
cense. She had logged 2,497 hours of 
glider time when she gave up her job at 
Great Western Soaring. 

Carol and Pat had met in 1978, and, ac
cording to Carol, "We had been working all 
those years at the glider operation basically 
for fun, but we were getting to an age where 
we needed to start making a living, so we 
both sought employ'l1ent elsewhere. It had 
been a lot of fur, cl great adventure for 
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Pat and Carol Fagan
 
with their Copperstate awards
 

young people, but it was time to move on." 
A number of the tow pilots at Crystal Air 

had gone into fire bombing as a way of 
building time in heavy multi-engine aircraft, 
so Pat decided to give it a try. He applied 
and was hired by Hawkins and Powers in 
Greybull, WYand flew Consolidated PB4Y
2s for them for four seasons. 

"I really enjoyed the flying," Pat says, 
"but I hated the sitting around waiting for 
fires, being away from home and never 
knowing when you were going to get home. 
I finally realized this was not the life style I 
wanted to pursue, so I started looking for 
something else. I liked where we lived at 
Pearblossom, but the only thing that made 
any money around there was working for 

"We went to Oshkosh for the first time in 
1995 - specifically to look for what airplane 
we wanted to build. We saw the Bearhawk 
and really liked it, but it was new at the 
time. I had gone to Budd Davisson's forum 
on choosing a homebuilt and he said don't 
build anything if there is just one of them 
flying. Wait until there are six or seven that 
prove it can be done. So, I never even con
sidered the Bearhawk. I liked the way it 
looked, but there was only one flying then. 

"We left Oshkosh planning to build the 
Wag-Aero Sportsman 2+2, but after getting 
a ride in one a fellow had in Torrance, CA, 
we found it wasn't as big a plane as we 
wanted. So, we got to looking again and 
the Bearhawk was still there in my mind. I 
still didn't think I could build one, but then I 
went to our local EAA Chapter meeting and 
happened to see Bob Barrows' picture on a 
fellow's folder. 'Do you know about Bob's 

we just started in. Bob Barrows believes in 
doing things simply and he describes the 
very basic tools you need to form a wing rib 
- just a hammer and a block of wood - so I 
started out, and it's really as easy as he 
says. I went into the project telling every
one it would take me 10 years, mainly so 
they would leave me alone and not keep 
asking when it would be done. I really 
hoped it would be done in five years so I 
could fly it back to OShkosh for EAA's 50th 
anniversary, but that didn't turn out. 

"I never had any doubts about being 
able to finish it, however. I'm pretty good 
about long term projects - they don't bog 
me down. I thought I might want to occa
sionally stop for a while, but that never 
happened. I built all the ribs, all the interior 
structure of the wings and I was pretty tired 
of doing that by the time it was done, but, 
finally, I could go to the next sheet of plans. 
That was exciting. I could start cutting out 
big pieces of metal, so I made a reduction 
unit for a wood bandsaw I had bought so I 
could cut out my spar hardware. 

"The whole project went along like that. 
One thing led to another. You had these 
pieces and you could rivet them together, 
and that led to joining them into bigger 
pieces. The whole thing cascaded like that. 
It was just the opposite of what I had ex
pected. Every time I finished something, I'd 
want to take a little break but I'd think, no, 
all I have to do is attach this to something 
else - and I just couldn't stop." 

Welding was the same way. The more 
Pat accomplished, weld by weld, cluster by 
cluster, the more proficient he became and 
thus the easier it became to just keep going 
until he was finally finished. He did go back 
to the junior college to take a class in TIG 
welding before he started working on his 
aluminum fuel tanks. They are cut out of 
sheets of aluminum, bent up, riveted and, 
finally, welded. 

When the time came to put fabric on the 
fuselage and tail surfaces, Pat and Carol 

airplane?' I asked, and he said, 'Oh yeah, Lockheed or one of the other aerospace took the two day SportAir Poly Fiber class. 
I'm building one.' I said, 'Well, heck, ifcompanies at Palmdale. They were always "It was about six months later before we 

laying off, however, so that wasn't the sta you're building one, I guess that's enough started covering the airplane and we had 
ble career I was seeking. support around here for me to go ahead quite a bit of trouble figuring out how to do 

"Fortunately, LA Center is also located and order plans.' That's how I decided to the knots. Carol had taken copious notes 
build a Bearhawk." out there, so I applied for an air traffic con and I had pictures and diagrams, but nei

troller job - and was hired. I was sent back In the beginning, neither Pat nor Carol ther helped in the beginning. We finally 
had any aircraft construction experienceto Oklahoma City for school, came back to figured it out, however." 

the LA Center and have been there ever and few skills that could be applied to Throughout the building process, Pat 
building aircraft structures. Pat had resince. It was a good decision and I've been and Carol frequently had brain storming 

very happy with my career. It's a great job, stored several cars plus the 1949 Chevy sessions to determine how they wanted to 
a lot of fun - and I get to be home. I've pickup in which Carol had learned to drive, proceed - one of which involved the pro

so at least the painting experience he had been with the FAA for 18 years now and I'm peller. From the start they decided that 
eligible to retire in three and a half years." gained in those projects could carry over to three-blade props looked so cool that they 

After becoming an air controller, Pat re the Bearhawk. This meant they faced quite just had to have one for their Bearhawk. 
sumed glider towing on an occasional basis a challenge because just about every air Eventually they purchased a Hartzell prop 
just to keep his hand in flying. He also craft building process is incorporated approved for use with the Lycoming 0-540 
rented an airplane once in a while, but did somewhere in the Bearhawk. It has a engine they planned to use. 
not like the hassle of scheduling. welded steel tube fuselage, tail surfaces Initially, Pat had thought he would find a 

"I finally just said I would quit flying until and landing gear, most of which are cov runout or moderately damaged certified air
I owned my own airplane. I had always ered with fabric, and it has a metal wing. plane from which he could salvage the 
wanted to build an airplane, although I Some fiberglass work is also involved. engine, instruments and other components 
;lever, ever thought I would have the ability "Before I started on anything, I attended for use in the Bearhawk. He talked to Bob 
t build one from plans. It was such a deep the SportAir sheet metal class. This was Barrows, whose primary business is build
seated desire. though, that when I really got my first experience with riveting, working ing up custom aircraft engines, to learn 
to thinking about it. I realized that if I put with clecos and things like that. I had taken what to look for, but, in the process, quickly 
one together in a year and a half, it wouldn't a welding class at the local junior college, realized "... this man knows everything 
satisfy the need. So, I decided building but I was not proficient in welding thinwall about these engines, so why am I trying to 
from plans, rather than a kit, was probably steel tUbing so I also attended a SportAir do one myself." He ended up having Bob 
what I should pursue. welding class as a refresher course. Finally, build up a Lycoming 0-540 for him, derated 
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from 250 to 245 hp so it could burn auto 
fuel. It was the first 0-540 Bob would build 
for a Bearhawk customer. 

"Bob's engine and the three-blade 
Hartzell prop have been a great combina
tion," Pat says. "People I've taken for rides 
say its the smoothest engine they've ever 
flown behind." 

Some of the smoothness is likely attrib
utable to the use of a Lightspeed electronic 
ignition. It replaced one mag - the other 
one was retained as a mechanical backup. 
The exhaust system chosen was a Vetter
man stainless steel unit based on those 
used in Harmon Rockets. It works well, 
Pat says. 

"When I was towing gliders, all the air
planes I flew had Cleveland wheels and 
brakes, a Scott tailwheel and a dynafocal 
engine mount. They always gave good 
service, so that's what we used on our 
Bearhawk." 

Once the basic airframe and engine in
stallation was complete, some custom 
work began. Pat and Carol decided on 
and installed a skylight in the cabin, pa
troller doors and entry steps. Pat had 
always admired the engine turned dashes 
in vintage Bugatti cars, so he turned the 
Bearhawk's instrument panel - a really time 
consuming, exacting job, but well worth 
the effort he says 

"In 2002 we went to Oshkosh specifi
cally to bUy avionics. It's a great shopping 
place. I wanted a color moving map GPS, 
but really got sticker shock when I priced 
them. We were there for three days and 
the first day I did nothing but go through 
the display buildings collecting brochures. 
That night, I sorted through them and came 
up with my game plan for the next day. I 
spent the second day talking to the people 

I had filtered things down to and had pretty 
much decided what I was going to bUy by 
the third day. Before I did, I happened 
across a friend who has flown his RV all 
over the country and he said to come look 
at his GPS. It was a little Bendix King unit I 
hadn't even looked at because I had as
sumed it would be too expensive, but it 
actually was quite competitive in price. I 
ended up buying one and have been very 
happy with it. I also bought the Apollo com 
radio because it has a standby mode that 
allows you to listen to one frequency and 
go to another one. In my work as an air 
traffic controller, we're always having peo
ple ask if they can go off frequency and call 
us back. The Apollo feature is really nice to 
have." 

Pat bought a Garmin transponder, sim
ply because of its ease of operation, and a 
PSS angle of attack system - the profes
sional modei with chevron indicators. 

"I like the system and hope at some 
point I'll begin using it the way I antici
pated. I've found that I don't really look in 
the cockpit enough to pay any attention to 
it. From my glider towing experience, I 
hardly ever pay any attention to the inside 
of the airplane when I'm in the pattern - I'm 
just so used to flying by feel and by looking 
outside. You'll drive a glider pilot crazy if 
you try to fly anything other than attitude." 

Pat had done upholstery work on a car 
he had restored - but broke two of Carol's 
standard sewing machines in the process. 
He bought a heavy duty upholstery sewing 
machine to do the Bearhawk seats, but 
with reasoning he couldn't refute, Carol 
convinced him to have the work done by a 
professional upholsterer. It would just be a 
couple of more months of work if he did It 
himself, she told him - time he could be fly-

Ing the airplane. 
When it was finally time to paint the air

frame, a long overdue decision had to be 
made. Sometime during the first year of 
construction, Pat had seen a newspaper 
photo of an Aero Union P-3 fire bomber 
and really liked its overall white paint with 
International Orange nose, tail and wing tip 
color panels. He asked Carol her opinion 
of it as a possibility for their Bearhawk 
since Pat had been a fire bomber pilot for a 
time - but she didn't like it. That put the 
paint scheme on the back burner for most 
of the remainder of the project, but ulti
mately it came to the fore again as the 
airplane neared completion. Pat and Carol 
looked at paint jobs on other airplanes and 
even had artist friends design some 
schemes for them, but nothing seemed to 
ciick. Finaliy, while they were on a cruise to 
Alaska, they saw a Twin Otter on floats taxi 
by and Carol said, "Boy, that's a pretty 
red." Puzzled, Pat said, "I thought you did
n't like red for our airplane?" She said, 
"No, I like red. The Aero Union tanker is In
ternational Orange and I don't want an 
orange airplane." "I'll use red then," Pat 
said - and that's the way the red and white 
(With a blue stripe separating the two col
ors) paint scheme for the Fagan's Bearhawk 
came into being. 

Pat's auto painting had been done with 
a Binks spray gun, but with the high cost of 
polyurethane paint, he decided to buy a 
HVLP gun to avoid the waste of overspray. 

"I painted the airframe components in 
our garage and started out thinking J knew 
what I was doing. I sprayed the fuselage 
first and got a lot of runs in it. I ended up 
having to sand all the runs out and shoot 
those areas again, so there went my sav
ings on avoiding overspray. I got better as I 
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saving both airframe weight and
fuel, prefering to hold his high
horsepower in reserve for hauling 
a big load out of a short field
rather than using it to unneces
sarily deplete the world's

Bob Barrows is notorious for 

remaining reserves of petroleum 
or so his fellow pilots joke. Pat 
may not cruise as leisurely as 
Bob, but the overall design goals 
for the Bearhawk were the things 
that attracted him to the design. 
He and Carol want to be able to 
take theirs into the back country 
of the Western U.S., and with its 
load carrying capability and its 
high, hot and short field perfor
mance, it is perfectly suited to 
their desires for a personal air
plane - and that doesn't even 
take into consideration the air
plane's nice handling 
characteristics, which, of course, 
Pat greatly enjoys. 

With the exception of the en
gine, Pat and Carol built all of 
their Bearhawk themselves. 

"A lot of friends offered assis
tance," Carol says, "but we didn't 
want to hurt anyone's feelings if 

they didn't do things to our standards. We 
wanted to do it all ourselves - we wanted it 
to be ours." 

When Pat and Carol began their project, 
building from Bob Barrows' plans was the 
only option. Recently, however, kits have 
been made available by AviPro Aircraft, 
Ltd. (www.bearhawkaircraft.com). With 
their desire to build everything themselves, 
Pat and Carol would not have been a kit 
customer, but they did help promote the 
enterprise by agreeing to display their air
plane at the AviPro outdoor display at 
Oshkosh last summer. The kits faithfUlly 
follow Bob Barrows' plans (540/473-3661), 
so it was appropriate to display the Fa
gan's plans built Bearhawk as a beautiful 
example of what the kit versions can also 
become. 

Then in early October of 2003 Pat and 
Carol flew N232PF to Arizona to attend the 
31 st annual Copperstate Regional EM Fly
In at the new Phoenix Regional Airport. 
The airplane became a big attraction from 
the moment it was parked and on Saturday 
night at the awards banquet, it emerged as 
the big winner among all the showplanes 
displayed at the event. It was awarded 
First Place in the Custom Tube and Fabric 
category, then was named the Grand 
Champion of all judging categories. 

Unlike many homebuilders, Pat says he 
will not build another airplane. 

"There's nothing that this airplane won't 
do to cause me to want another one. I've 
done aerobatics, the open cockpit thing 
would be fun, going fast would be fun, but 
the Bearhawk is my type of flying. I'm 
happy with what I've got." 

This summer Pat and Carol will really 
get to do a lot of their kind of flying. Bob 
Barrows and several other Bearhawk 
builders are flying to Alaska - and Pat and 

gained experience with the HVLP gun, so the runway end stripes, he was airborne 
by the time I got to the wings, I was doing before he got to the numbers! Short field 
a pretty good job." performance and a really impressive rate of 

The finishing touch was a "Smokey climb are the hallmarks of the 0-540 pow-
Bearhawk" logo which a friend designed ered Bearhawk and the Fagan's N232PF, 
and Carol placed on the airplane. which is probably typical of a customer-

When finally completed, the airplane built version, weightwise, has that 
was found to have an empty weight of performance in spades. 
1,488 pounds. Pat was somewhat disap- Pat says he really doesn't know how 
pointed because that was 200 pounds fast the airplane is because he cruises it by 
more than Bob Barrows' 0-540 prototype, fuel flow rather than airspeed. He has fuel 
but everyone has told him to forget that - flow instrumentation in the airplane and 
NO ONE is going to build one as light as tries to keep it back in the 10.5 to 12 gph 
Bob's. His prototype has only a rudimen- range where the true airspeed is 130 to 135 
tary electrical system Gust a starter) and he knots (150 to 155 mph). 
uses hand-held avionics rather than heav- "I can push it up to 14.5 to 15 gph, but I 
ier panel mounts, so his customer's more just think, 'Ouch, ouch, ouch!' I can't fly 
elaborately equipped Bearhawks will in- that way. I'm more of a sightseer than a 
evitably weigh more. performance pilot anyway, so I don't need 

In spite of the additional weight, Pat is to be burning the extra fuel. Last summer 
most assuredly pleased with the perfor- on our trip to Oshkosh, I followed Bob from 
mance of the Bearhawk. One day, for Brodhead to Wittman Field and I was show-
example, he ·.vas taking off, solo, from a 10- ing nine gallons per hour. I've never cruised 

J Carol plan to be heading north with them. cal airport vhere the wind was blowing at nine gallons per hour, but following him I 
pretty hard - and st?-ting with the mains on__I_did!" 
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